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In the ever-evolving landscape of fashion, design, and culture, trend
forecasting plays a pivotal role. It's a complex and fascinating field that
helps us navigate the ever-changing currents of what's "in" and "out." To
gain a deeper understanding of this intriguing subject, we spoke to Henrik
Vejlgaard, a renowned expert in trend forecasting with over two decades of
experience.

The Anatomy of Trend

According to Vejlgaard, "Trend is a collective desire for change that
manifests itself in various aspects of our lives." He explains that trend is not
simply about predicting the next big thing but rather about understanding
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the underlying forces that drive change. To dissect the anatomy of trend, he
identifies four key components:

1. Inspiration:

Trend begins with inspiration, the spark that ignites a new idea or concept.
This inspiration can come from anywhere—a social movement, a cultural
shift, a technological advancement, or even a simple observation of human
behavior. For example, the rise of athleisure wear was partly inspired by
the increasing popularity of fitness and active lifestyles.

2. Adoption:

Once an idea or concept has been inspired, it needs to be adopted by a
critical mass of people for it to become a trend. Adoption involves a process
of social contagion, where individuals are influenced by their peers, the
media, and cultural tastemakers. The adoption phase is often characterized
by early adopters, who are typically trendsetters and opinion leaders.

3. Diffusion:

As a trend gains traction, it enters the diffusion phase, where it spreads to a
broader population. This diffusion can occur through word-of-mouth, social
media, and traditional mass advertising. During this phase, the trend may
undergo modifications and adaptations to suit different demographics and
subcultures.

4. Saturation:

Eventually, all trends reach a point of saturation, where they become
ubiquitous and lose their novelty. This decline may be gradual or abrupt,



depending on the nature of the trend. Some trends may fade away entirely,
while others may evolve into enduring classics.

The Impact of Trend

Trend has a profound impact on our lives and industries. Vejlgaard
highlights several ways in which trend shapes our world:

1. Fashion and Design:

Trend is the lifeblood of the fashion and design industries. From runway
shows to consumer purchases, trend forecasting helps designers and
retailers anticipate consumer desires and create products that align with
current and future tastes.

2. Marketing and Advertising:

Understanding trend is essential for effective marketing and advertising
campaigns. By aligning their messages and products with emerging trends,
brands can increase their relevance and resonate with their target
audience.

3. Lifestyle and Culture:

Trend extends far beyond fashion and commerce. It influences our
lifestyles, choices, and even our sense of identity. From home décor to
travel destinations, trend shapes the way we live and experience the world
around us.

The Role of Trend Forecasters

Trend forecasters play a critical role in the anatomy of trend. They are the
detectives who uncover the hidden forces that drive change and predict



future trends. Vejlgaard describes the work of a trend forecaster as "part
scientist, part artist." They use a combination of qualitative and quantitative
research methods, including social listening, semiotics, and consumer
surveys, to identify emerging trends and anticipate their impact.

Trend forecasting is not an exact science, but Vejlgaard emphasizes the
importance of staying curious and open-minded. "Trend forecasters need to
have a deep understanding of human behavior, culture, and history. They
need to be able to connect the dots between seemingly unrelated events
and identify the weak signals that can foreshadow future trends," he says.

The anatomy of trend is a complex and ever-evolving field. By
understanding its components, impact, and the role of trend forecasters, we
can better navigate the changing currents of our world and make informed
choices that align with our values and aspirations. As Vejlgaard concludes,
"Trend is not just about predicting the future; it's about understanding the
present and shaping the future we want to create."
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